Hello Community,

you might have been aware of the fact that I recently did not have the time to develop AndNav2 further. (Speaking of the TTS-issues, that caused a couple of Force-Closes)

Due to the fact that I don’t see any light on my timetable-horizon I decided to OPEN-SOURCE AndNav2. (This is the moment you are meant to burst out into tears of happiness!)

Within moments you'll be able to find the sources on:  http://code.google.com/p/andnav/

Any help is appreciated.

The Plan

My Plan is that everybody can request control to the repository by sending a mail to me. To prevent chaos, I'll be the one that pushes stable versions to the Android Market, while all current versions can be downloaded from the Google-Code project-page.

The issue-tracker will be the place where bugs and new tasks being worked on will be listed.

The place for all discussions will be this  Google-Group

Best Regards,
Nicolas